Welcome to Cherokee Brick

The heritage of brick construction dates back to ancient times, forming the foundation of notable structures throughout human history. Cherokee Brick is proud to carry on the tradition laid by generations of brickmakers in delivering construction solutions that will withstand the test of time.

Founded in 1877, Cherokee Brick has sought product innovation as a professional hallmark, continually refining our production and laying processes to fit and enhance nearly any application. Back then, we only produced a single crude type of brick, but we now have the capability to manufacture over 100 different varieties from our Georgia and Mississippi plants. Our capacity has similarly expanded, allowing us to meet the demands of customers hailing from diverse industries nationwide.

The nature and history of our business is one of continuous change. There have been advancements in the materials and brick manufacturing methods which have resulted in significant improvements in quality and consistency. We haven’t changed what made us a preferred brick provider for builders, and that’s the quality and integrity our company was founded on and, to this day, strives to maintain.

Cherokee Brick Company supplies the highest quality brick to homebuilders, contractors, and remodeling professionals across the nation. With a little help from Cherokee, you can create a truly distinctive building project that exceeds all expectations.

Build distinctively, build with Cherokee Brick.

Georgia Classic Collection
Our Brick Products

When it comes to your construction project, only the finest material will do, and no other company makes higher quality products than Cherokee Brick. Our plants produce a robust product in a variety of styles, colors, and textures to fit your needs. Our product line is one of the most diverse in the industry!

Why Choose Brick?

• Better return on investment
• Virtually no maintenance for 100 years
• Lowers insurance cost and has a one-hour fire rating
• Increases home curbside appeal
• Environmentally responsible from using locally sourced materials
• Improves energy efficiency in your home

Our Classic Collection contains some of our most loved products, which are used in both residential and commercial applications and are available in Modular size and Queen size. Our Classic Collection comes in a wide array of colors that will leave you with an exceptional end result.

Give your home a timeless, yet memorable look with our Classic Collection